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Abstract
Several donor(D)-acceptor(A) based molecules are rationally designed by adopting
three different schemes in which conjugation length, strength of the donor and acceptor moieties, and planarity of the molecules are varied by introducing a π–conjugated
linkage unit, terminating ends of the moieties by different electron donating and accepting functional groups, and fusing the donor and acceptor moieties, respectively.
Our DFT and TDDFT based calculations reveal that using the abovementioned designing schemes, the electronic and optical properties of the D-A based molecules can
be largely tuned. While introduction of linkage and fusing of moieties enhances the
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π − π interaction, addition of electron donating groups (-CH3 , -OH, -NH2 ) and electron

tor moieties. These factors lead to modulation in the HOMO and LUMO enegy levels
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and facilitate engineering of the HOMO-LUMO gap and the optical gap over a wide
range of ∼ 0.7 − 3.7 eV. Moreover, on the basis of calculated ionization potential and
reorganization energy, most of the investigated molecules are predicted to be air stable and to exhibit high electron mobility, with the possibility of presence of ambipolar
characteristics in few of them. The results of our calculations not only demonstrates
the examined molecules to be the potential materials for the organic opto-electronic
devices, but also establishes an understanding on the composition-structure-property
correlation which will prove as a guideline for designing and synthesizing new materials
of choice.

KEYWORDS: Rational designing, Density functional theory, Electronic structure properties, Optical Properties, Organic molecules, Donor-Acceptor moieties

INTRODUCTION
The research on “Band Gap Engineering” has attracted an increasing amount of attention
in recent years because it helps in tuning the properties of materials. This has encouraged
numerous researchers to design novel organic molecules and polymers that can pose potential
advantages over mainstream inorganic-based semiconductor devices by significantly reducing
the material/fabrication cost, increasing flexibility and at the same time giving comparable
efficiency and improved functionality. This gives organic molecules a potential to realize
molecular electronics as the future of next-generation opto-electronic devices. In this work
we aim to study donor (D)-acceptor (A) based organic molecules by performing in silico
analysis to obtain their ground state geometry, electronic, and optical properties.
Interaction of donor moiety (D) possessing small ionization potential with an acceptor
moiety (A) having large electron affinity, results in the reduction of the gap between the
2
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energy levels of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied

molecular entity. 1–9 In past few years, several studies have been made to examine the D-A
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

based molecules and polymers by choosing various types of donor and acceptor moieties under
several schemes. 4–13 These studies have successfully demonstrated the possibility to tune
the properties of the molecular materials with the change in donor-acceptor moieties. 5,8–12
However, these studies are limited and there is a need to explore these molecules to the
full capacity. We, therefore, aim to investigate several rationally designed D-A based small
organic molecules, modeled mainly using following three schemes:
(a) Coupled D-A-A-D with linkage (L) configuration, e.g., D-L-A-L-A-L-D,
(b) Coupled D-A-D configuration with additional electron donor and accepting groups
at the terminating ends,
(c) Fused DA configuration with electron donor and accepting groups at the terminating
ends.

A comparative study of molecules designed using above mentioned schemes is done to
examine the effect of molecular structure and composition on the opto-electronic properties.
This comparative study will help us to establish a correlation between chemical composition,
structure and properties. All calculations are performed using ab-initio approach, based on
density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT), in conjunction with
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) based PBE and hybrid HSE06 exchange correlation (xc) functionals. Inclusion of a part of exact exchange ensures the superior quality and
reliability of our HSE06 results. Our calculations show promising results. We found that the
molecules designed by following the above mentioned schemes are capable of engineering the
electronic and optical gap over a wide energy range, covering near infrared (IR)-to-visibleto-near ultraviolet (UV) region of the solar light. Thus, making these materials potential
candidates for the applications in devices like OLEDs, OFETs, and OPVs. Moreover, an

3
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understanding about the basic properties of these molecules will not only give us an oppor-

electronic gap but will also help us in observing the charge mobility, reorganization energy of
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

the charges and their correlation with the properties of the Donor-Acceptor moieties. This
will eventually provide a better understanding for rational designing of organic molecules and
the science behind the band gap engineering and the charge transfer in organic copolymers,
which pose a strong potential in shouldering the future of the organic electronics industry
globally.

MOLECULAR STRUCTURES AND COMPUTATIONAL
DETAILS
Structures
A series of D-A scheme based molecules are modeled considering aforementioned configurations. All investigated molecules contain thiophene as the donor moiety and benzothiadiazole or benzo-bis-thiadiazole as the acceptor moiety (see Figure 1). The D-A based
molecules are in general terminated by long alkyl chains to increase their solubility in organic
solvents. However, instead of considering long chains we have terminated the ends either
by an electron donating group (EDG) or/and electron accepting group (EAG). We assume
that replacing long alkyl chains by methyl group will not change our results in any significant way. While, use of EDG or EAG of various strengths may affect the results, which we
intend to study. An EDG is a functional group that donates some of its electron density
into a π–conjugated system via resonance. On the contrary, an EAG has the opposite effect
as it removes electron density from a π–conjugated system, which should affect the overall
strength of the moiety to which it is attached.

4
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Figure 1: (a)–(d): D-A-A-D molecules with linkages (L) between D-A and A-A units for
non-bis (a and b) and bis (c and d) configurations of acceptor moiety; (e): Coupled D-A-D
molecules with donor and acceptor ends terminated by EDG (X) or/and EAG (Y) or/and
Hydrogen (Z); (f): Fused DA molecule in A’-configuration (having double bonds at the
terminating ends and (g): in B’-configuration, having single bonds at the terminating ends.
Fused molecules are also terminated by different EDGs or/and EAGs. EDGs (X) are chosen
from -CH3 , -OH, and -NH2 functional groups while either of the -CF3 , -CN, -NO2 , and -NH+
3
is considered as EAG.
The first configuration of D-A based molecules is modeled using D-A-A-D molecule as
the base molecule where ’D’ denotes a thiophene unit which acts as donor moiety and ’A’
denotes a benzo-thia-diazole or benzo-bis-thia-diazole (AA) unit which represents the acceptor moiety, and attaching π–conjugated linkage group between D-A and A-A units. For this,
we coupled the donor and acceptor units as the NH2 -D-L-A-A-L-D-NH2 /NH2 -D-L-A-L-A-LD-NH2 molecules with azo (-N=N-) or ethylene (-CH=CH-) linkages (L or L1, respectively).
Addition of linkage not only increases the conjugation length but can also reduce the torsion between the moieties and hence, increase the planarity of the molecule and also the
π − π interaction. We mostly considered D-A-A-D molecules terminated by a -NH2 electron
donating group, but to examine the effect of strength of EDG, few molecules with -CH3
as terminating end groups are also studied. This arrangement gives us primarily following
molecules to explore: EDG-D-(L/L1)-A-A-(L/L1)-D-EDG and EDG-D-(L/L1)-A-(L/L1)-A(L/L1)-D-EDG with non-bis configuration (A) of acceptor moiety (Figure 1 (a) and (b)),
and EDG-D-(L/L1)-AA-AA-(L/L1)-D-EDG and EDG-D-(L/L1)-AA-(L/L1)-AA-(L/L1)-DEDG with bis configuration (AA) of acceptor moiety (Figure 1 (c) and (d)).
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In second category, the coupled D-A-D molecules are chosen mainly to examine the

purpose, various EDGs and EAGs are attached to the terminating ends of the donor or/and
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

acceptor moeities, to vary their strength. We considered EDGs as -CH3 , -OH, and -NH2
groups (X) and EAGs as -CN, -NO2 , and NH+
3 groups (Y). A model of this type of molecules
is presented in Figure 1 (e).
The third configuration of molecules are the fused DA molecules that are modeled with the
idea to increase the planarity in the molecule. By fusing the donor and acceptor moieties we
induce the rigidity in the backbone of the molecule, that enhances the planarity, which should
lead to reduction in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. Thus, in our fused DA configuration
based molecules, a thiophene ring is fused with the benzene ring of the acceptor moiety,
i.e., benzo-thiadiazole having B’(A’) configuration, and the ends are terminated by electron
donoting groups (EDG/X) like: -NH2 (=NH), -CH3 (=CH2 ), or –OH, or/and by electron
accepting groups (EAG/Y) such as: -CF3 (=CF2 ), -NH+
3 , -NO2 , -CN as shown in Figure 1
(f) and (g), to vary the strength of donor and acceptor moieties. The functional group with
single bond will lead to the B’-configuration of the acceptor moiety, while the groups with
double bond will constitute the A’-configuration.

Structural Relaxation and Electronic Properties
Electronic and ionic relaxations are performed using ab-initio DFT based approach as implemented in the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation (VASP) Package. 14,15 The electron-ion interactions are treated using projector-augmented-wave (PAW) potentials. 16 While, to account
exchange correlation effects, hybrid exchange-correlation (xc) functional, Heyd-ScuseriaErnzerhof (HSE06), is considered. 17–20 It is though well known that the semi-local functional (GGA) in DFT underestimate the band gap, while hybrid functionals that have a
certain percentage of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange generally lead to better agreement with
experiments. But, for the sake of comparison with TDDFT calculations which are quite
6
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expensive with HSE06 functional for large molecules and beyond the scope of current work,

PBE (Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof) flavor. 21 All the calculations are done with a plane wave
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

cutoff of 400 eV and single k-point, i.e., the Γ-point. Atomic relaxation is performed until
the interatomic forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å, which is found sufficient to obtain the relaxed geometry. In order to realize the molecule by avoiding any interaction between the
translational images, a vacuum region of around 12 Å is adopted along all three directions.
It is well acknowledged that in semiconducting organic materials, at room temperature,
the charge transport phenomenon can be explained by the diffusion process in which the
charge carrier hops from one molecule to the neighboring molecule. 22,23 Thus, charge carrier
mobility mainly depends on two factors: the reorganization energy λ and the coupling matrix
element V . The reorganization energy defines the energy due to (i) structural reorganization
because of addition or removal of a charge carrier and (ii) changes in the surrounding medium
(solvent) because of polarization effects. In current scenerio we neglect the latter contribution
as we are not considering the materials in solution phase and calculate λh and λe , only due
to structural modification of material on the addition of a hole and an electron, respectively.
Since, in the molecular crystal the contribution from polarization of neighboring molecules
is significantly small, the calculations for λ are performed by considering the neutral and the
charged configurations of the materials in the molecular phase. Figure 2 depicts a schematic
diagram for calculations of λ. It shows three potential surfaces corresponding to neutral
and charged molecule. The structure of each molecule in neutral and charged (cation and
anion) configurations are relaxed until atomic forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å. Afterwards,
using four energies corresponding to: (i) optimized geometry of neutral molecule, E0 , (ii)
neutral configuration of optimized charged geometry, E+0 /E−0 , (iii) optimized geometry of
charged molecule, E+ /E− , and (iv) charged (cation/anion) configuration of optimized neutral
geometry, E0+ /E0− , the reoganization energy due to addition of a hole and electron are
computed as:

7
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λh = λ1h + λ2h = (E+0 − E0 ) + (E0+ − E+ ).

(1)

λe = λ1e + λ2e = (E−0 − E0 ) + (E0− − E− ).

(2)

The ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), and fundamental electronic gap
(Ef und ) corresponding to all molecules are calculated using expressions:
IP = E0 − E0+ ,

(3)

EA = E0− − E0 ,

(4)

Ef und = IP − EA .

(5)

Optical Properties
To demonstrate the absorption capability of examined molecules in the visible region of
the solar spectra we studied the linear absorption spectra of corresponding molecules using
TDDFT suite available in the Quantum Espresso (QE) code. 24–26 All simulations are performed within TDDFT 27,28 with plane wave basis set, by adopting norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Both, semi-local GGA functional in PBE flavor and hybrid functional in HSE06
flavor are used to calculate the absorption spectra, depending on the size of the molecule.
Calculations are done considering a planewave cutoff of 80 Ry and single k-points, i.e., the
Γ-point. To compute the absorption spectra, we used turboTDDFT components of QE, in
which Davidson-like approach is implemented to find out the solution of Casida’s equation
in spectral representation. Since, we are only interested in illustrating the low-lying absorp-

8
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the potential energy surfaces of neutral and charged
molecules. The reorganization energy for hole and electron is calculated as: λh = λ1h + λ2h
and λe = λ1e + λ2e , respectively, where λ1 /λ2 represents the energy difference between neutral/charged configurations of neutral and charged molecules. Energies corresponding to
neutral and charge geometries are represented by subscript ’0’ and ’+/−’, respectively. Energies related to optimized geometry are shown without a superscript, while the charged
(+/−) and neutral (0) configurations are represented with their respective symbols as superscript. Ionization potential (IP) is calculated as E0+ − E0 and electron affinity (EA) is
calculated as E0 − E0− .
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tion spectra of the examined molecules, Davidson-like approach in TDDFT, is much more

energy region of the spectra. 26 It is also less expansive in the perspective of computational
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

time with respect to Liouvillian-Lanczos method in TDDFT, 25 which is quite appealing for
the whole excitation spectra. For turboDavidson calculations, 30 Liouvillian-eigentriplets
are computed for all cases, with estimated error in the eigenvalues to be below 10−4 Ry. We
further restricted ourselves by choosing the energy region in the linear absorption spectra,
stating from 0 Ry to 0.5 Ry in the step of 0.0002 Ry. The computed spectra has been
broadened by calculating them at complex frequencies ω + iη, with η = 0.005 Ry. Note that
similar to TDDFT, the QE code could also be used for DFT calculations, which would not
make any significant quantitative or qualitative difference in our current results. However,
we preferred to use VASP for the DFT calculations as the base molecules of two of the
considered configurations (D-A-A-D and D-A-D) are taken from our previous work, 29 which
used VASP for structure relaxation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The key factors that play major role in defining the HOMO-LUMO energy gap or the optical gap in a D-A based organic molecule are: (i) conjugation length, (ii) planarity of the
molecule, and (iii) strength of the donor and acceptor moieties. Therefore, in the present
work, molecules are rationally designed keeping one or more of these factors in mind. As
discussed, the molecules are designed under three different schemes. We will discuss their
structural, electronic, and optical properties one by one.

D-A-A-D Molecules with Linkage:
In one of our recent paper 29 we have shown a large torsion to exist in between A-A units of
thiophene benzo-chalogen-diazole molecules. This torsion particularly attains a huge value
10
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(dihedral angle > 50◦ ) in case of molecules having acceptor units as benzo-bis-chalcogen-

and LUMO energy levels. However, to design an efficient organic opto-electronic device,
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

especially an OPV or OFET, we need materials with longer conjugation length and lower
HOMO-LUMO gap. Therefore, here we put an effort to reduce the torsion between AA units of the D-A-A-D molecule by introducing a linkage unit between them, in order to
increase its conjugation length and decrease the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. Table 1 presents
the difference between Kohn-Sham HOMO and LUMO energy levels, ∆E KS , computed
using PBE and HSE06 xc functional for the pristine D-A-A-D molecules and the D-AA-D molecules with linkage (-N2 - or -(CH)2 -). It is well known that in case of organic
molecules, the difference between HOMO-LUMO energy levels calculated using DFT within
HSE06 framework generally gives a good approximation to the optical gap, while PBE
flavor of xc functional, underestimates it. 29–31 To prove this, a comparative study between
DFT computed ∆E KS and TDDFT calculated optical gap (Eopt ) would be ideal. However,
performing TDDFT calculations using HSE06 potential for the molecules with linkage are
beyond the scope of current work. We, therefore, calculated low-lying absorption spectra
using TDDFT approach with PBE xc-functional, which may still underestimates the optical
gap but will give a qualitative estimation of the absorption spectrum and the optical gap.
The TDDFT computed optical gap using PBE xc-functional is given in parenthesis in Table
1. The molecular length, difference between ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity
(EA), Ef und , that defines the fundamental gap for the molecule, together with their hole and
electron reorganization energies, λh and λe , are also tabulated in Table 1.
It is evident from Table 1 that the Kohn-Sham energy gap (HOMO-LUMO energy gap)
decreases consistently with the addition of linkage between the moieties. The addition of
linkage between D and A units increases the molecular length and thus, the conjugation
length (see HOMO in Figure 3), which results into decrease in the gap between HOMO and
LUMO energy levels by ∼ 0.2 eV, as compared to molecules without linkage. The linkage

11
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Figure 3: Left hand figure shows the HOM O, LU M O, and LU M O + 1 orbitals of EDG-DA-A-D-EDG molecules with and without linkages (-N=N-) between D-A and A-A moieties
with non-bis configuration. Right hand figure depicts the same for the bis configuration
(AA) of acceptor moiety. The isosurface are drawn at the value of 0.001 eV/Å3 . To examine
the effect of strength of donor moiety, different EDGs such as, -CH3 and -NH2 are used.
between D and A units negligibly affect the torsion between them, as the dihedral angle
between D and A unit remains to a value ∼ 5◦ . 29 While, the addition of linkage between AA/AA-AA units not only further increases the length, but also reduces the steric hindrance
between them and lowers the torsion angle to roughly half (∼ 15◦ /34◦ ) in comparison to
the torsion beetween A-A/AA-AA units without linkage (∼ 34◦ /53◦ ). 29 This additionally
leads to decrease in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap by roughly 0.3 − 0.6 eV. Both azo (L)
and ethylene (L1) linkages reduce the gap in similar fashion. This suggests that the π–
conjugated linkage group works as a bridge for covalent polarization that enhances the π − π
interaction. 11 Moreover, this is also evident from Figure 4 which represents the PDOS of
selected carbon/nitrogen atoms (that describes the torsion between acceptor units) of NH2 D-L-AA-AA-L-D-NH2 and NH2 -D-L-AA-L-AA-L-D-NH2 molecules that the steric hindrance
between the A-A units decreases. From the insets of the figure it is clear that there is
negligible overlapping between the px -px orbitals in case of prior molecule, while it increases
substantially in the latter case. The increased contribution of px –orbitals in NH2 -D-L-AA-LAA-L-D-NH2 molecule justifies the reduction in the dihedral angle due to addition of linkage
units.

12
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Figure 4: Left hand side graph depicts the PDOS of carbon atoms (C1-C2-C3-C4) connecting
the acceptor units and describing the torsion between the acceptor units in the NH2 -D-LAA-AA-L-D-NH2 molecule, while middle and right hand side graphs depict the PDOS of
(C1-C2-C3-C4) and (C2-N1-N2-C3) atoms, respectively, in the NH2 -D-L-AA-L-AA-L-D-NH2
molecule (see Figure 1). Insets show the enlarged graph in a short energy range between -3
– 3 eV.
On comparing the effect of non-bis (A) and bis (AA) configuration of acceptor moities,
we found that similar to previous study, ∆E KS of the bis-molecules is smaller as compared to
the respective molecules with non-bis configuration. 29 Capping the ends of the molecule by
different electron donating groups (EDGs), -CH3 and -NH2 , also seems to reasonably affect
the HOMO-LUMO energy levels and the gap between them. A difference of approximately
0.2 eV is noticed between the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of D-(L)-A-A-(L)-D molecules,
capped with -CH3 or -NH2 electron donating groups. The strong electron donating strength
of -NH2 than -CH3 results into 0.2 eV lower HOMO-LUMO gap in case of molecules capped
with -NH2 . Thus, by linking donor and acceptor units with a linkage like azo or ethylene
group and considering a stronger EDG as the terminal groups, the gap between the HOMOLUMO energy levels can widely be tuned from ∼ 2.2 eV to 1.0 eV (Table 1), which covers
near infra-red to the yellow light region of the solar spectrum.
Table 1 tabulates the ∆E KS calculated using HSE06 (PBE) xc-functionals. On comparing the results for CH3 -D-A-A-D-CH3 with the available experimental data for the electrochemical and optical band gap, 1 it is found that PBE largely underestimates while HSE06
computed value of 2.22 eV gives good agreement with the experimental value of ∼2.2 eV,
which warrants the correctness of our approach. On this basis, we assume HSE06 to predict
the optical gap accurately for other investigated molecules as well, since it is well known that
13
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HSE06 computed Kohn-Sham gap agrees well with the optical gap of organic molecules. 30,31

spectra using TDDFT with HSE06 xc-functional was not feasible with the available computaPublished on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

tional resources, therefore, we have calculated the TDDFT spectra of the considered D-A-AD molecules (with and without linkage) using PBE functional. From Figure 5, it is clearly evident that introduction of linkage between A-A (or AA-AA) units lowers the optical gap and
red shifts the absorption spectra. Also, a red shift in the spectrum of NH2 -D-A(AA)-A(AA)D-NH2 as compared to spectrum of CH3 -D-A(AA)-A(AA)-D-CH3 can easily be observed, as
the effect of strong EDG at the terminating ends. The first peak of the spectrum of NH2 -DA(AA)-A(AA)-D-NH2 corresponds mainly to |HOM O → LU M Oi transition along the long
molecular axis, while in molecules with linkages (NH2 -D-L-A(AA)-A(AA)-L-D-NH2 , NH2 D-L-A(AA)-L-A(AA)-L-D-NH2 ), the first peak is found due to almost equivalent weightage
from |HOM O → LU M Oi, |HOM O → LU M O + 1i and |HOM O − 3 → LU M Oi transitions. The HOM O is localized mainly on donor and linkage, while LU M O and LU M O + 1
are nearly localized on acceptor in case of molecules without linkage. In molecules with
linkages LU M O and LU M O + 1 are localized on acceptor, as well as on linkages (Figure
3). Thus, in molecules with linkages, transition from donor to linkage, linkage to linkage or
linkage to acceptor also seems to play important role. This states that the linkage groups not
only facilitate the planarization of the molecules but also contribute to the intramolecular
change transfer, which can lead to better light harvesting in the photovoltaic devices. 11,12
Also, it is noticed that with increasing number of linkages, the features in the absorption
spectrum also increase, which further reflects the contribution of linkage group in the intramolecular transition. These features correspond to a band of transitions from several
lower occupied states to LU M O and from HOM O to various higher occupied states. On
comparing the molecules with bis and non-bis configuration of acceptor units, we found a
decrease in energy in the spectrum of bis-molecules, as compared to non-bis ones, similar to
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap.

14
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Figure 5: Low-lying absorption spectra of various (top) EDG-D-A-A-D-EDG and (bottom)
EDG-D-AA-AA-D-EDG molecules (having non-bis and bis configuration, respectively), with
and without linkage (azo) between D-A and A-A units. Two different EDGs: -CH3 and -NH2 ,
are considered to examine the effect of strength of donor moiety. All spectra are calculated
using TDDFT approach with PBE xc-functional.
On analyzing fundamental gap from Table 1, we found that the fundamental gap also
decreases with the addition of linkage between the moieties. Similar to Koopmans’ theorem
in the closed-shell Hartree-Fock theory, in DFT, the vertical ionization potential (IP) and
vertical electron affinity (EA) can directly be related to the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels, respectively. The difference between IP and EA gives the fundamental gap (Ef und ).
However, DFT provides only an approximation to the IP and EA, thus the fundamental
gap and the quality of this approximation very much depends on the nature of the xcfunctional. A disagreement in the computed and measured values of IP, EA, and Ef und
is therefore foreseen. Since, most of the molecules under investigation are the rationally
designed, the experimental values of optical and fundamental gaps are not available at the
moment. Therefore, we can not directly compare our results with the experiments. However,
on comparing calculated data with the measured data available for CH3 -D-A-A-D-CH3 we
found calculated IP of 5.13 eV to be in good agreement with the experimental value of
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5.50 eV. A small difference can be anticipated due to different alkyl chains considered in

in the range of 4.2 − 5.5 eV. Since IP can directly be related to the HOMO energy level,
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

looking at the energy range one can predict that these low lying HOMO levels will be
useful for better air stability and open-circuit voltages of photovoltaic devices. 11,12 A large
difference is seen in the value of EA, where computed EA (1.98 eV) is overestimated by
roughly 1 eV from the measured value (∼ 3.3 eV). This difference is in agreement with
the results obtained by Polander et al. 3 for benzothiadiazole-dithienopyrrole based D-A-D
molecules. Experimentally, the fundamental gap or the electrochemical gap is estimated
from the difference between oxidation and reduction potentials, and optical gap is obtained
from the onset of absorption in solution. Quite often, they come close to each other giving a
negligible exciton binding energy (EB = Ef und −Eopt ). 1,3 This is because the effects of exciton
binding are effectively compensated for by solvation of the ions formed in the electrochemical
experiments. This gives an ambiguity in the measured electrochemical gap and thus, the
difference between the measured and the calculated fundamental gap is obvious. For all
investigated molecules in current series we found the exciton binding energy to be between
0.7 − 0.9 eV, which is well under the range described for exciton binding energies in organic
semiconductors. 32 It is also seen that the exciton binding energy decreases with the increase
in the molecular length, which is attributed to the delocalization of carriers over the length
of the molecule. 33
On analysing reorganization energy, we found the reorganization energy for electrons
(λe ) to be lesser than that for holes (λh ). Both λe and λh are found to increase with the
addition of linkage, stating more structural changes on addition or removal of an electron
due to presence of linkage unit. The λe further decreases in bis configuration as compared
to non-bis configuration. The value of λe varies between ∼ 0.12 − 0.33 eV, while λh varies
from ∼ 0.27 − 0.48 eV. Mostly, it is observed that lower value of reorganization energy leads
to better charge carrier mobilty. 34,35 Thus, we predict a higher electron mobility than the
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hole mobility for D-A-A-D molecules with linkage. On this hypothesis, we assume that the

of benzo-thia-diazole acceptor moiety, and ethylene linkage over the stronger EDG as -NH2 ,
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non-bis configuration of the acceptor moiety and azo linkage, respectively.

D-A-D Molecules with various EDGs and EAGs:
Next we investigate the coupled D-A-D based molecules with different electron donating
and accepting groups attached to the donor and acceptor moieties. The idea of adding
these groups is to examine the effect of variation in the strength of donor and acceptor
moieties due to additional electron donating or/and accepting functional groups, on the optoelectronic properties. In principle, the increase in the strength of donor or acceptor moieties
should decrease the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. 29 However, how efficiently these functional
groups will help in tuning the opto-electronic properties of D-A-D based molecules is not
well studied. Therefore, in present work, we used various electron donating groups (EDGs)
such as: −CH3 , −NH2 , and −OH, and electron accepting groups (EAGs) like −CN, −NO2 ,
and −NH+
3 , with smallest thiophene benzo-thia-diazole based D-A-D molecule as the central
unit (Figure 1(e)). This study will also help in characterizing the strength of these electron
donating and accepting functional groups.
It is well known that -OH and -NH2 donate electrons and -CN and -NO2 withdraw
electrons via. resonance effect, while -CH3 and -NH+
3 groups donate and accept electrons,
respectively, due to inductive effect. On examining Table 2, we find that the addition of
EDG or/and EAG substantially affects the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. Attaching an EDG
to the donor moiety (D=thiophene) increases the over all strength of the donor moiety by
donating electrons to the thiophene ring via. resonance (-R) or induction (+I) effect. This
results into reduction in the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and they move towards zero
energy as per the strength of the EDG. The destablization of HOMOs is found to be more
as compared to LUMOs on going from -CH3 to -OH to -NH2 (see Table 2), which leads to a
17
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electron mobility can be improved by considering a weaker EDG, i.e., -CH3 , bis configuration

Molecule

a (Å)

EHOM O (eV)

ELU M O (eV)

∆E KS (eV)

Eopt (eV)

IP (eV)

EA (eV)

Ef und (eV)

λe (eV)

λh (eV)

D-A-A-D Molecules with Linkage
CH3 -D-A-A-D-CH3

15.08

-4.72

-2.50

2.22 (1.47 )

(1.83)

5.13

1.98

3.15

0.19

0.29

NH2 -D-A-A-D-NH2

15.07

-4.22

-2.25

1.97 (1.24)

(1.69)

4.61

1.76

2.85

0.24

0.47

CH3 -D-N2 -A-A-N2 -D-CH3

18.82

-5.14

-3.14

2.00 (1.25)

(1.45)

5.55

2.69

2.86

0.26

0.32

NH2 -D-N2 -A-A-N2 -D-NH2

18.80

-4.62

-2.82

1.79 (1.11)

(1.58)

5.01

2.41

2.60

0.29

0.46

NH2 -D-N2 -A-N2 -A-N2 -D-NH2

20.49

-4.57

-3.09

1.48 (0.84)

(1.11)

4.97

2.70

2.27

0.33

0.47

NH2 -D-(CH)2 -A-A-(CH)2 -D-NH2

19.71

-4.29

-2.52

1.77 (1.10)

(1.65)

4.70

2.02

2.68

0.21

0.42

NH2 -D-(CH)2 -A-(CH)2 -A-(CH)2 -D-NH2

21.81

-4.15

-2.54

1.61 (0.97)

(1.55)

4.53

2.11

2.43

0.17

0.39

CH3 -D-AA-AA-D-CH3

15.23

-4.44

-3.07

1.37 (0.82)

(1.09)

5.00

2.70

2.29

0.12

0.30

NH2 -D-AA-AA-D-NH2

15.20

-4.04

-2.87

1.17 (0.70)

(1.00)

4.46

2.43

2.03

0.19

0.46

NH2 -D-N2 -AA-AA-N2 -D-NH2

18.73

-4.24

-3.07

1.17 (0.66)

(1.12)

4.63

2.69

1.94

0.23

0.49

NH2 -D-N2 -AA-N2 -AA-N2 -D-NH2

20.66

-4.04

-3.49

0.55 (0.38)

(0.69)

4.42

3.16

1.26

0.21

0.48

NH2 -D-(CH)2 -AA-AA-(CH)2 -D-NH2

19.65

-4.01

-2.89

1.12 (0.66)

(1.04)

4.41

2.48

1.93

0.13

0.47

NH2 -D-(CH)2 -AA-(CH)2 -AA-(CH)2 -D-NH2

21.94

-3.87

-3.17

0.70 (0.38)

(0.93)

4.19

2.77

1.42

0.14

0.37
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Table 1: Energy levels corresponding to HOMO (EHOM O ) and LUMO (ELU M O ) and respective Kohn Sham HOMO-LUMO
energy gap (∆E KS =EHOM O − ELU M O ) calculated using HSE06 (PBE) xc-functional for D-A-A-D molecules, with and without
azo (-N2 -) or ethylene (-(CH)2 -) linkage between the D-A and A-A moieties, are given. For comparison, TDDFT computed
optical gap using PBE xc-functional, is also presented in parenthesis. Ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), fundmental
gap (Ef und =IP-EA), together with hole and electron reorganization energies (λh and λe ) are also tabulated. These quantities
are calculated using HSE06 xc-functional.
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decrease in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap in the similar fashion. Considerably larger HOMO

-OH to -NH2 also reflect the destablization of HOMOs 13 through introduction of EDGs of
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

various strengths (see Figure 6). It is noticed that addition of EDGs to the donor moiety
does not make any significant change to the molecular base. The molecule remains planar
as they were without EDGs. Also, it is well known that -CH3 is a weakly activating (+I)
group, while -OH and -NH2 are amongst strongly activating (-R) group. Our calculations,
however, further characterize these groups and arrange them in order of increasing strength
as: -CH3 <-OH<-NH2 .

Figure 6: HOMOs and LUMOs of EDG-D-A-D-EDG molecules. EDGs are taken as -CH3 ,
-OH, and -NH2 groups.
Keeping the EDG connected to the donor moiety, on substituting H by EDG in the acceptor unit (A=benzo-thia-diazole), the strength of the acceptor moiety decreases in general
as by donating electrons to the benzo-thia-diazole, EDG weakens the electron affinity of the
acceptor moiety. Moreover, addition of EDGs at the site of acceptor moiety also induces torsion between donor and acceptor moieties (dihedral angle between D-A units changes from
∼ 0◦ to ∼ 30◦ ), which results into reduction of conjugation length. Both of these effects lead
to increase in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. The LUMO energy level reduces substantially,
while relatively much smaller change occurs in the HOMO energy level (see Table 2).
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Figure 7: Topview and sideview of NH2 -D-A-(H/EAG)-D-NH2 molecules, with EAG = -CN,
-NO2 , and -NH+
3 groups. HOMOs and LUMOs of respective molecules are also given along
their side.
However, instead of EDGs, if EAGs replace the H atoms connected to the benzene ring
of benzo-thia-diazole acceptor moiety, the over all strength of the acceptor moiety increases
due to +R or -I effect. This also leads to destablization of the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels but, through increase in energy levels of both the orbitals with respect to the same
molecule without EAG (with H atoms). However, here the increase in the LUMO energy
level is relatively more prominent than the HOMO energy level. This further results into
reduction of the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, ∆E KS . Though, in this case the variation in
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap is not in perfect synchronization with the strength of EAG.
As known, -NH+
3 is one of the strongest deactivating (-I) group, while -NO2 and -CN fall
under the category of strong deactivating (+R) groups with prior group stronger than the
latter. Following this, the HOMO-LUMO energy gap should be in order as EDG-D-A(CN)-D-EDG > EDG-D-A-(NO2 )-D-EDG >EDG-D-A-(NH+
3 )-D-EDG, while we found the
HOMO-LUMO gap of these three molecules to be 1.78/1.97 eV, 1.94/2.21 eV, and 0.70/0.73
eV, respectively, when -NH2 /-OH is considered as EDG. Thus, on the contrary to the above20
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mentioned hypothesis, we obtained HOMO-LUMO energy gap of EDG-D-A-(NO2 )-D-EDG

group, introduction of -CN to the benzo-thia-diazole unit does not affect the basic structure
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

of the molecule and the molecule remains mostly planar, while -NO2 , which implicates a
stronger +R effect as compared to -CN, induces steric hindrance and thus a torsion angle
of ∼ 25◦ between the donor and acceptor moieties. This increase in the torsion between the
D-A moieties in case of -NO2 group as compared to -CN group, reduces the relative conjugation length and increases the HOMO-LUMO energy gap in the prior case than the latter.
The EDG-D-A-(NH+
3 )-D-EDG molecule though follows the expected trend but possesses an
exceptionally low HOMO-LUMO energy gap, with quite low HOMO-LUMO energy levels
(see Table 2). This can be explained by the strong -I effect of the -NH+
3 group which leads
to polarization of the molecule by displacing the electron cloud in σ-bond towards the more
electronegaitve N atoms of the -NH+
3 group as compared to C atoms of benzo-thia-diazole
unit, making the molecule ionic in nature. An interesting fact is also seen on examining
+
the structure of the EDG-D-A-(NH+
3 )-D-EDG molecule. The introduction of -NH3 group to

the acceptor moiety results into bending of the molecule in a saddle-shaped structure (see
Figure 7). Thus both of these effects, the polarization of molecule and the saddle shape of
the molecule, are assumed to be reason behind the low HOMO-LUMO energy gap in case of
EDG-D-A-(NH+
3 )-D-EDG molecule. This is also in agreement with the example of Coronene
(a planar molecule) and Circulene (a saddle-shaped molecule), where the HOMO-LUMO
energy gap of latter molecule is lesser than the former molecule. 36
Overall, our study reveals that by introducing electron donating or accepting groups
of varying strength, the HOMO and LUMO energy levels can be tuned. This facilitates
the band-gap engineering of D-A-D molecules over a wide energy range. For the examined
EDG-D-A(H/EDG/EAG)-D-EDG molecules, we found the HOMO-LUMO energy gap to
vary approximately in the range of 0.7 eV – 2.8 eV. By considering the molecule (NH2 -DA(NH+
3 )-D-NH2 ) with strongest EDG and EAG attached to the donor and acceptor units,
21
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respectively, the smallest HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 0.7 eV can be achieved, while by

of moieties a higher HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 2.8 eV can be obtained. Considering an
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

EDG and EAG of relatively moderate strength will help in achieving the HOMO-LUMO
energy gap in between the two extremes. The tunability of HOMO-LUMO gap covering
near infra-red and the visible light range, makes these molecules promising for OLEDs and
OPVs.
The optical properties of these molecules also follow similar trends and show that the
optical gap can also be tuned over a wide energy range by considering different combinations
of EDG and EAG at the terminating ends, as justified by our TDDFT calculations. On
comparing ∆E KS and Eopt from Table 2, it is evident that our DFT computed HOMOLUMO energy gap matches well with the optical gap computed using TDDFT approach, with
HSE06 xc-functional. An exception is however seen in case of ionic-type molecules having
+
EAG as cationic -NH+
3 group. Since, the -NH3 group with strongest -I effect polarizes the

molecule, we assume this small disagreement between HSE06 computed DFT and TDDFT
values is due to inability of the TDDFT code to treat highly polarized molecules properly.
The low-lying optical absorption spectra of EDG-D-A(H/EDG/EAG)-D-EDG molecules are
presented in Figure 8. It is clear from Figure 8 (a) and (b) that quantitatively spectra drawn
using PBE xc-functional are red shifted as compared to respective spectra calculated using
HSE06, however, qualitatively both the functionals give similar spectra. We, therefore, will
discuss the spectra plotted using PBE xc-functional, which qualitatively capture the essential
features of the absorption spectrum. It is evident from the graphs presented in Figure 8 that
mostly the optical gap decreases and the spectrum shifts towards lower energy range with
the increase in the strength of donor and acceptor moieties due to addition of EDG and
EAG, respectively. This happens because in general, for all molecules the first peak of the
spectra corresponds to the |HOM O → LU M Oi transition and since introduction of EDG
and EAG destablize the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and cause a variation in the gap
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between them as discussed earlier, the optical gap gets tuned as per the strength of EDG and

the strength of donor moiety due to addition of electron donating -CH3 , -OH, and -NH2
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

groups as 2.30 (2.00), 2.14 (1.82), and 1.95 (1.68) eV, respectively. Similarly, on increasing
the strength of acceptor moiety through EAGs like -CN, -NO2 , and -NH+
3 and keeping the
EDG fixed as -NH2 , the optical gap decreases as 2.01 (1.50), 1.97 (1.53), and 0.87 (0.86)
eV, respectively. Relatively large variation or the low optical gap in case of NH2 -D-A(NH+
3 )D-NH2 molecule can be understood by analyzing the HOMOs and LUMOs of molecules
presented in Figure 7. It is evident that in NH2 -D-A(NH+
3 )-D-NH2 molecule, HOMO mainly
localizes over the benzo-thia-diazole while LUMO localizes over the -NH+
3 group. Thus,
the |HOM O → LU M Oi transition occurs between the benzo-thia-diazole unit and the NH+
3 group, i.e., transition occurs within the electron accepting entities. While, in all other
molecules, the |HOM O → LU M Oi transition occurs between donor and acceptor units.
A deeper analysis of wavefunctions reveal that except in molecules having EAG as NH+
3 , the first peak in spectra of all EDG-D-A(H/EDG/EAG)-D-EDG molecules originates
mainly due the |HOM O → LU M Oi transition, but with small contribution from transitions
|HOM O → LU M O + 1i and |HOM O → LU M O + 2i. While, in NH2 -D-A(NH+
3 )-D-NH2
and OH-D-A(NH+
3 )-D-OH molecules the first peak is solely governed by |HOM O → LU M Oi
transition. The second peak, which is mainly a prominent feature of all the spectra, originates
majorly due to |HOM O → LU M O + 1i transition in the molecules having only EDG, while
in molecules having acceptor moiety terminated by a EAG, the major contribution comes
from |HOM O → LU M O + 2i or |HOM O → LU M O + 3i transition.
No particular trend is noticed in IP and EA with respect to different EDG and EAG,
however, they change such that the exciton binding energy (EB = Ef und − Eopt ) remains
∼ 1.5 eV for most of the molecules. In NH2 -D-A(NH+
3 )-D-NH2 molecule, however, strong
EDG connected to donor moiety and strong EAG attached to the acceptor moiety leads to
a smaller EB of ∼ 1.2 eV, while a weaker EDG and EAG connected to donor and accpetor
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Figure 8: Left: Low-lying absorption spectra of various EDG-D-A-D-EDG molecules calculated using (a) PBE and (b) HSE06 xc-functionals. Right: Low-lying absorption spectra
of (c) NH2 -D-A(EDG/EAG/H)-D-NH2 and (d) OH-D-A(EDG/EAG/H)-D-OH molecules,
computed using PBE xc-functional. Three different EDGs: -CH3 , -OH, and -NH2 and
EAGs: -NO2 , -CN, -NH+
3 are considered to examine the effect of strength of donor and
acceptor groups, respectively. All spectra are calculated using TDDFT approach.
moieties, respectively, in OH-D-A(NO2 )-D-OH, results into a higher EB ∼ 1.7 eV. It is evident
from Table 2 that the IP of most of these molecules lies between 5.0 − 6.0 eV, which is close
to the work function of metals like Au, Pd, and Pt. This makes these materials air stable
and potential candidates for devices like OFFTs and OPVs. The IP of molecules having
-NH+
3 group attached to the acceptor moiety do not lie in the range of 5.0 – 6.0 eV, but
fall much below, at around 3.2 − 3.6 eV. Low IP in case of NH2 -D-A(NH+
3 )-D-NH2 and
OH-D-A(NH+
3 )-D-OH molecules is not favourable, as the electrode material with matching
work function will not be air-stable. Thus, though having a small electronic and optical gap,
EDG-D-A(NH+
3 )-D-EDG molecules will not be useful for device purpose.
On examining reorganization energy presented in Table 2, we noticed that in general λe
is lower than λh for all investigated D-A-D based molecules, regardless of attached EDG
and EAG. This suggests less variation in the molecular structure due to addition of electron
as compared to hole. While, in particular, both λe and λh decreases with the increase in
24
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strength of donor and acceptor moiety due to additional EDG and EAG, respectively. Thus,

groups in D-A-D molecules, λe in the range ∼ 0.10 − 0.34 eV and λh ∼ 0.33 − 0.57 eV can
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

be obtained. The lower value of λe than λh suggests a higher electron mobility for EDGD-A(EAG)-D-EDG molecules, 35 which can further be improved by considering a longer
molecule with more donor/acceptor units.

Fused DA Molecules:
The last set of investigated molecules are the fused D-A based molecules, in which donor and
acceptor moieties are fused together to constitute a rigid molecule. Rigidness in molecular
backbone is one of the prominent factor in tuning the opto-electronic properties of organic
molecules, as the enhanced stiffness or planarity results in lowering the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. We therefore, instead of coupling (as in previous two schemes), fused together a
thiophene and a benzo-thia-diazole moiety, and considered this smallest possible molecular
unit as a prototype for our rationally designed fused DA molecules. The acceptor moiety,
benzo-thia-diazole, is considered in two configurations having A’ (=N–S–N=) and B’ (–
N=S=N–) groups, where in former case the terminating ends of benzene ring exhibit double
bonds, while in latter case, the ends carry single bonds (Figure 1 (f) and (g), respectively).
The benzene ring of the fused unit is terminated by various EDG or/and EAG, in order to
examine the effect of these groups in tuning the properties of such rigid molecules.
On comparing the energy levels of the coupled D-A-D molecule (NH2 -D-A-D-NH2 ) with
fused DA molecule (NH2 -DA-NH2 ) from Tables 2 and 3, we notice a decrease in the HOMO
energy level (moving towards zero) while increase in the LUMO energy level (moving away
from zero energy) of the latter molecule, with respect to the former. This results into a
lower HOMO-LUMO energy gap of fused NH2 -DA-NH2 molecule as compared to coupled
NH2 -D-A-D-NH2 molecule. Interestingly, the length of the coupled molecule is larger than
the considered fused molecule but due to rigidity of the fused molecule there is enhanced
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by considering different combinations of EDG and EAG with varying strength as terminating

Molecule

a (Å)

EHOM O (eV)

ELU M O (eV)

∆E KS (eV)

Eopt (eV)

I.P. (eV)

E.A. (eV)

Ef und (eV)

λe (eV)

λh (eV)

D-A-D Molecules
CH3 -D-A-D-CH3

10.60

-4.99

-2.68

2.31

2.30 (2.00)

5.34

1.72

3.61

0.18

0.30

OH-D-A-D-OH

10.57

-4.72

-2.57

2.16

2.14 (1.82)

5.54

1.65

3.88

0.16

0.37

NH2 -D-A-D-NH2

10.59

-4.33

-2.35

1.98

1.95 (1.68)

5.02

1.48

3.54

0.14

0.54

NH2 -D-A(OH)-D-NH2

10.72

-4.23

-1.95

2.28

2.38 (1.89)

5.03

1.26

3.76

0.17

0.57

OH-D-A(NH2 )-D-OH

10.68

-4.70

-1.89

2.81

2.86 (2.30)

5.48

1.18

4.29

0.17

0.50

NH2 -D-A(CN)-D-NH2

10.80

-4.63

-2.86

1.78

1.97 (1.53)

5.36

2.02

3.34

0.21

0.45

NH2 -D-A(NO2 )-D-NH2

10.78

-4.78

-2.84

1.94

2.01 (1.50)

5.52

2.00

3.52

0.34

0.56

NH2 -D-A(NH+
3 )-D-NH2

10.52

-2.57

-1.87

0.70

0.87 (0.86)

3.25

1.34

1.91

0.09

0.33

OH-D-A(CN)-D-OH

10.77

-5.18

-3.21

1.97

2.15 (1.69)

5.95

2.32

3.63

0.16

0.35

OH-D-A(NO2 )-D-OH

10.74

-5.28

-3.07

2.21

2.24 (1.71)

6.07

2.17

3.90

0.33

0.44

OH-D-A(NH+
3 )-D-OH

10.45

-2.86

-2.13

0.73

1.08 (0.86)

3.61

1.44

2.17

0.10

0.37
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Table 2: Energy levels corresponding to HOMO (EHOM O ) and LUMO (ELU M O ) and respective Kohn-Sham HOMO-LUMO
energy gap (∆E KS ) calculated using HSE06 xc-functional, for the coupled D-A-D molecules with additional electron donating
group (EDG: -CH3 , -OH, -NH2 ) or/and electron accepting group (EAG: -NO2 , -CN, -NH+
3 ) attached to the terminating ends, is
given. For comparison, TDDFT computed optical gap using HSE06 (PBE) xc-functional, is also presented. Ionization potential
(IP), electron affinity (EA), fundmental gap (Ef und =IP-EA), together with hole and electron reorganization energies (λh and
λe ) are also tabulated. These quantities are calculated using HSE06 xc-functional.
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overlapping between π−orbitals of donor and acceptor moiety, which leads to reduction in

Since the central unit of all fused molecules remains same, the length of the molecules does
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

not vary much. Thus, the major difference in between the considered fused molecules comes
from their terminating end groups, due to the type of the group (EDG or/and EAG) and
the way they are attached to the central unit. The fused molecules in which the end groups
are attached via. double bonds (i.e., benzo-thia-diazole possesses =N–S–N= configuration)
exhibit higher HOMO-LUMO energy gap than the fused molecules in which terminating
groups are attached via. single bond (i.e., benzo-thia-diazole possesses –N=S=N– configuration), due to reduced conjugation length in the case of former (Table 3 and Figure 9). The
HOMO-LUMO energy gap lies in the near ultraviolet (UV) range between ∼ 3.5 − 4.1 eV
for the molecules having A’-configuration, while in the molecules with B’-configuration the
transition between HOMO to LUMO energy level occurs at around 1.4 − 2.1 eV, covering
near infrared and red light region. Thus, even the smallest fused D-A based molecule in
B’-configuration can be used for the red LEDs, and in A’-configuration it can be used for the
application in near UV range, however, molecules will be less stable in latter composition
due to connection of end groups via. less stable double bond as compared to the former case
in which end groups are connected via. single bond.
The effect of EDG or EAG or mixture of that at the terminating ends of benzene ring of
the fused molecule is also evident from the Table 3. The molecules having EDG exhibit lower
HOMO-LUMO energy gap as compared to molecules with EAG. The hybrid configuration,
i.e., one end capped by EDG and the other end by EAG, possesses the gap in between.
For example, NH2 -DA-NH2 molecule having EDG as terminating group exhibits ∆E KS of
1.43 eV and ∆E KS for CF3 -DA-CF3 molecule having EAG as terminating group is found to
be 2.06 eV, while in case of NH2 -DA-CF3 molecule, the ∆E KS is obtained as 1.89 eV using
HSE06 xc functional, which is in between the prior two values. On analyzing the trends
in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of molecules with different EDGs, we found that due to
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Figure 9: The HOM O, LU M O, and LU M O + 1 orbitals of fused DA molecules like:
+
NH=DA=NH, NH2 -DA-NH2 , and NH+
3 -DA-NH3 . The first molecule has acceptor moiety in
its A’-configuration, while last two have it in B’-configuration. Here, NH2 and NH+
3 groups
act as the strong EDG and EAG, respectively. The isosurface are drawn at the value of 0.001
eV/Å3 .
stronger resonance (-R) effect in molecules having -OH and -NH2 groups, the HOMO and
LUMO energy levels destablize and move towards lower energy side with respect to CH3 DA-CH3 . This effect is more pronounced in case of NH2 -DA-NH2 molecule as compared to
OH-DA-OH molecule, indicating -NH2 group to be a stronger EDG than -OH group. This
effect of the strength of the EDG clearly affects the HOMO-LUMO energy gap and the gap
reduces with the increase in the strength of the electron donating group. Thereby, similar to
the coupled EDG-D-A-D-EDG molecules, fused DA molecules also categorize the strength of
EDGs in the order -CH3 <-OH<-NH2 . Not so prominent, but similar trend of reduction in
the HOMO-LUMO gap is observed in EAG-DA-EAG molecules, as well, indicating increasing
strength of the electron accepting groups as: -CF3 <-CN <NO2 <-NH+
3 , stating CF3 to be a
weaker EAG while NH+
3 to be the strongest EAG. The -CF3 , -CN, and -NO2 groups accept
electrons through resonance process (+R), while -NH+
3 withdraws electrons via. induction
effect (-I), which has much stronger effect by virtue of its positive charge that polarizes the
molecule, and leads to exceptionally low HOMO-LUMO energy levels in case of NH+
3 -DANH+
3 molecule, as compared to molecules with other EAGs. On the contrary, the HOMO
and LUMO energy levels in the molecules with EAGs as -CF3 or -CN or -NO2 increases with
28
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the increase in strength of the EAG. However, in general, the HOMO-LUMO energy gap

in case of addition of EDG, as EDG increases the overall strength of the donor moiety by
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

donating some of its electron density to the benzene ring, while addition of EAG results into
reduction in the strength as EAG withdraws some of the electron density from the benzene
ring, to which it is attached.
The optical gap (Eopt ) calculated using TDDFT methodology in the framework of HSE06
xc-functional gives very good agreement with the DFT computed HOMO-LUMO energy gap
using the same functional, while, as usual, PBE gives a smaller Eopt , as shown in Table 3.
A sizable difference in DFT and TDDFT results is, however, noticed in case of molecule
capped by -NH+
3 EAG, but we attribute this to the incapability of considered TDDFT code
to treat highly polarized molecules properly, similar to the case of coupled D-A-D molecules
with -NH+
3 group. It is well known that in DFT there is no unique xc-functional which
can describe properties of all materials with same accuracy. Generally HSE06 is found to
give good agreement with experiments 31 but it is always desirable to have a one-to-one
comparison with the experimental results. Since our rationally designed fused DA molecules
are yet not explored experimentally, experiments are desired to clear the ambiguity about
the difference.
Analyzing the spectra depicted in Figure 10, we noticed that the spectrum of molecules
terminated by EDG have several low-intensity peaks within the range of 4 eV while the
spectra of fused DA molecules terminated by EAG are blue shifted as compared to the spectra
of molecules with EDG, exhibiting only two peaks within the given energy range. This is
in coherence with the results obtained for HOMO-LUMO energy gap of these materials. In
both cases, the first peak predominantly corresponds to the |HOM O → LU M Oi transition,
while second peak occurs majorly due to |HOM O → LU M O + 1i transition. The most
intense peak for such molecules are obtained at higher energy (> 4 eV) which is mostly not
captured in the spectra presented in Figure 10. Since, our aim was to obtain the optical
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Figure 10: Low-lying absorption spectra of various EDG-DA-EDG (left) and EAG-DA-EAG
(right) molecules whose general sketch is shown in Figure 1 (g). Various EDGs as -CH3 ,
-OH, and -NH2 and EAGs like -CF3 , NO2 , -CN, and NH+
3 are used as terminating groups to
vary the strength of the donor and acceptor moiety. Inset is showing the spectra zoomed in
the energy region between 0.5 – 2.5 eV. All spectra are calculated using TDDFT approach
with HSE06 xc-functional.
gap, we therefore, have focused mainly on the low energy range of the spectra. The optical
spectrum for molecules with A’-configuration (in which end groups are connected via. double
bond) are not presented here to avoid confusion, however, on comparing optical gap from
the Table 3, it is evident that optical gap of molecules with A’-configuration is much higher
than the molecules with B’-configuration. The higher optical gap is attributed to lower
conjugation length in the former case as compared to latter (Figure 9). Although, similar to
B’-configuration, in molecules with A’-configuration the first peak of the optical spectrum
arises due to |HOM O → LU M Oi transition.
To further understand the respective transitions and also to understand the exceptional
+
behavior of NH+
3 -DA-NH3 molecule, we closely examined the isosurface plot of HOM O,

LU M O, and LU M O+1 orbitals of three fused DA molecules (NH=DA=NH, NH2 -DA-NH2 ,
+
and NH+
3 -DA-NH3 ) that represent different categories of fused molecules considered in this

work. It is clear from the Figure 9 that HOM O is mainly localized over donor moiety and
EDG, and LU M O and LU M O + 1 are mostly localized over the acceptor moiety or the
30
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+
main molecular unit in NH=DA=NH and NH2 -DA-NH2 molecules. While in NH+
3 -DA-NH3

are localized completely on EAG. This elucidates transition of electrons from donor moiety
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

or EDG to the acceptor moiety in the first two cases while reveals the transition of electrons
from the main molecular unit to the -NH+
3 group and not to the acceptor moiety, in the third
case. This explains the different behaviour of the molecules having -NH+
3 group.
On comparing IP of all investigated fused DA molecules from Table 3 we noticed that
in molecules with B’-configuration IP mostly deceases/increases with the increase in the
strength of EDG/EAG, while a contrary situation is seen in case of molecules having A’configuration. This happens due to shifting of HOMO energy level in an opposite manner.
Most of the molecules, except OH-DA-OH and NH2 -DA-NH2 , are found to have high IP (> 6
eV) which does not match with the work function of the commonly used electrode materials.
Thus, it may be difficult to use these materials for device application in their present form.
Although, a bigger fused molecule may help to lower the IP and make these fused molecules
useful for the application in opto-electronic devices. 11–13 Trends similar to IP are witnessed
in case of EA, as well. These materials exhibit EA in the wide range of ∼1–3 eV, while the
exciton binding energy (EB = Ef und − Eopt ) varies in the range of ∼1.0–2.5 eV. In NH+
3 -DANH+
3 molecule, a smaller EB of ∼ 1.0 eV is obtained, while at the same time the binding
energy of other molecules having EDG or EAG is roughly ≥ 2 eV. The exceptionally low
+
binding energy of NH+
3 -DA-NH3 molecule is attributed to its ionic character.

On examining reorganization energy presented in Table 3, we noticed no particular trend
with respect to EAG, however, on comparing for EDG we found that electronic reorganization
energy tends to decrease with the increase in the strength of the electron accepting group,
while hole reorganization energy sets an opposite trend. Altogether, the reorganization
energy due to electron and hole varies over a wide range between ∼ 0.04 − 0.30 eV and
∼ 0.0−0.5 eV, respectively. Unlike D-A-D and D-A-A-D based materials which are predicted
to have dominating electron charge mobility, we predict these materials to have either a high
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electron (when terminated by EDG) or hole mobility (when terminated by EAG) or may also

Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

donating and accepting groups.

Figure 11: Bar diagram depicting comparison between DFT computed Kohn-Sham HOMOLUMO energy gap and TDDFT computed optical gap for D-A-A-D molecules with linkages,
coupled D-A-D molecules with donor and acceptor ends terminated by EDG or/and EAG
or/and H, and fused DA molecules terminated by different EDGs or/and EAGs. EDGs are
chosen from -CH3 , -OH, and -NH2 functional groups while either of the -NO2 , -CN, -CF3 ,
and -NH+
3 is considered as EAG.
To summarize, a graphical comparison between the DFT computed Kohn-Sham HOMOLUMO energy gap and the TDDFT calculated optical gap for all the examined molecules, as
tabulated in Tables 1, 2, and 3, is depicted in Figure 11. From the bar diagram it is clearly
evident that PBE mostly gives lower gap as compared to HSE06 xc-functional. TDDFT
though improves the results for PBE but still gives lesser value than HSE06. While, HSE06
32
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Table 3: Energy levels corresponding to HOMO (EHOM O ) and LUMO (ELU M O ) and respective Kohn-Sham HOMO-LUMO
energy gap (∆E KS ) calculated using HSE06 xc-functional, for fused DA molecules with different terminating groups, is given.
For comparision, TDDFT computed optical gap with HSE06 (PBE) xc-functional, is also presented. IP, EA, fundmental gap
(Ef und =IP-EA), together with hole and electron reorganization energies (λh and λe ) are also tabulated. These quantities are
calculated using HSE06 xc-functional.
Molecule

a (Å)

EHOM O (eV)

ELU M O (eV)

∆E KS (eV)

Eopt (eV)

IP (eV)

EA (eV)

Ef und (eV)

λe (eV)

λh (eV)

Fused DA Molecules
CH2 =DA=CH2

3.02

-5.72

-2.20

3.52

3.32 (2.88 )

6.61

1.44

5.17

0.1279

0.1511
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NH=DA=NH

3.04

-6.87

-2.80

4.07

3.72 (3.21)

8.18

1.71

6.47

0.1143

0.1464

NH=DA=CF2

3.01

-6.27

-2.59

3.68

3.38 (2.91)

7.55

1.55

6.00

0.0586

0.0881

CF2 =DA=CF2

2.98

-5.82

-2.29

3.53

3.36 (2.91)

7.01

1.34

5.66

0.1066

0.2645

CH3 -DA-CH3

2.92

-6.21

-4.23

1.97

2.02 (1.89)

7.17

3.33

3.85

0.2589

0.1363

OH-DA-OH

2.91

-4.60

-3.01

1.59

1.56 (1.41)

5.92

1.82

4.10

0.1850

0.2139

NH2 -DA-NH2

2.95

-4.10

-2.66

1.43

1.44 (1.29)

5.35

1.62

3.72

0.1843

0.5399

NH2 -DA-CF3

2.94

-5.01

-3.12

1.89

1.92 (1.77)

6.27

1.94

4.33

0.2855

0.1957

CF3 -DA-CF3

2.91

-5.92

-3.85

2.06

2.07 (1.94)

7.24

2.61

4.63

0.3189

0.1480

CN-DA-CN

2.91

-6.24

-4.36

1.88

1.96 (1.84)

7.44

3.20

4.24

0.15031

0.0045

NO2 -DA-NO2

2.86

-6.36

-4.50

1.86

1.91 (1.77)

7.62

3.36

4.26

0.5285

0.1621

−2 -NH+
NH+
3 -(DA)
3

2.80

-2.83

-1.03

1.80

1.45 (1.13)

4.00

1.09

2.91

0.0476

0.3236
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computed HOMO-LUMO energy gap and optical gap are very much in agreement with each
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can be engineered over a wide range of energy, which varies between 0.7 − 3.7 eV.

CONCLUSIONS
In present work, we modeled three different rationally designed configurations of D-A based
molecules and investigated their structural, electronic, and optical properties. These three
configurations are designed by: (i) introducing a π–conjugated linkage unit between D-A
and A-A units of the D-A-A-D molecules in order to vary the steric hindrance between
the moieties, (ii) terminating donor and acceptor moieties by various electron donating and
accepting functional groups, to change the strength of the donor and acceptor moieties, and
(iii) fusing the donor and acceptor moieties, to increase the rigidness in the molecule. Our
study reveals that all three designing schemes work well in engineering the electronic and
optical gap of the D-A based molecules. Addition of π–conjugated linkage unit reduces the
steric hindrance between the A-A units by enhancing the π − π interaction, which eventually
helps in reducing the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of the D-A-A-D based molecules. On the
other hand, terminating the ends of the coupled D-A-D or D-A-A-D molecules by different
EDGs and EAGs destablizes the HOMO and LUMO energy levels, respectively, due to
increase in the strength of the donor and acceptor moieties through resonance or inductive
effects imposed by EDGs and EAGs. The destablization of the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels result into variation in the electronic and optical gap, as per the strength of the
EDG and EAG, and the location where they are attached. Next, our study demonstrates
that fusing of donor and acceptor moieties also helps in modulating the opto-electronic
properties as due to rigidity of the fused molecule, the overlapping between π − π interaction
increases, which leads to the reduction in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap and the optical
gap. The properties of these molecules can further be tuned by terminating the ends of
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the base molecule by different EDGs or/and EAGs. Overall, our results reveal that using

wide range from ∼ 0.7−3.7 eV, that covers the light spectrum from infrared to visible to near
Published on 25 February 2016. Downloaded by Universitaet Osnabrueck on 01/03/2016 16:18:29.

ultraviolet region. Moreover, our study also elucidates the exceptional behavior of molecules
+
having -NH+
3 as EAG. Due to strong -I effect, -NH3 polarizes the molecule, that increases

the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and gives noticeably lower HOMO-LUMO energy gap.
Furthermore, on examining the reorganization energy of the molecules we predict them to
exhibit high charge carrier mobility, with the presence of ambipolar characteristics in few of
the investigated molcules. Additionally, most of the investigated molecules are predicted to
be air-stable, making them suitable candidate for device application. This detailed study not
only provides promising materials for the application in opto-electronic devices like OFETs,
OLEDs, and OPVs but also facilitates a pathway to design molecules with desired properties.
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